AN IDEA OF A MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING THERMAL PARAMETERS OF HEAT INSULATION MATERIALS
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Abstract

The article presents the prototype of a measurement system with a hot probe, designed for testing thermal parameters of heat insulation materials. The idea is to determine parameters of thermal insulation materials using a hot probe with an auxiliary thermometer and a trained artificial neural network. The network is trained on data extracted from a nonstationary two-dimensional model of heat conduction inside a sample of material with the hot probe and the auxiliary thermometer. The significant heat capacity of the probe handle is taken into account in the model. The finite element method (FEM) is applied to solve the system of partial differential equations describing the model. An artificial neural network (ANN) is used to estimate coefficients of the inverse heat conduction problem for a solid. The network determines values of the effective thermal conductivity and effective thermal diffusivity on the basis of temperature responses of the hot probe and the auxiliary thermometer. All calculations, like FEM, training and testing processes, were conducted in the MATLAB environment. Experimental results are also presented. The proposed measurement system for parameter testing is suitable for temporary measurements in a building site or factory.
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1. Introduction

The market of building materials reveals significant and increasing demand for various types of heat insulating materials. Most often they are foamed polystyrene panels, unwoven fabrics and mats made of foamed polyurethane or mineral wool [1]. The thermal quality of these materials is usually determined using the contact method with a panel apparatus. However, this method allows only for determination of the thermal conductivity and requires, in laboratory conditions, large and heavy measurement systems as well as relatively long measurement time.

Therefore, efforts are made to develop measurement systems without such limitations [2]. Research concentrates, among others, on application of artificial neural networks to solving, for selected models of measurement setups, the coefficient inverse problem of heat diffusion that employs the nonstationary heat flow theory [3].

2. Thermal probe method

The presented idea of a measurement system is based on using a thermal probe that could be plunged into a soft heat insulating material. Probes operating as linear heat sources are typically used for measurements of the thermal conductivity of loose materials and viscous fluids [4-11]. A thermal probe is at the same time a heater (a linear heat source) and a thermometer that measures the temperature of a sample at a certain distance from the installed heater or the heater temperature itself. The structure of commonly used heat insulating
materials, like mineral wool or foamed polystyrene (more than 90% of their porous structure is filled with gas), makes it possible to plunge a thin needle-shaped probe without any damage.

In the classic „hot wire” method [5, 6, 10], a linear thin wire heater is placed in a suitably prepared sample whose initial temperature \( T_0 \) is constant. Next, at instant \( t = 0 \), the heater is fed for a short period from a constant power electric supply and the temperature rise of the heater during this heating stage is recorded. The mathematical model of the process is based on solution of the heat diffusion equation in the cylindrical coordinate system:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = \frac{1}{a} \frac{\partial T}{\partial t},
\]

with the following initial and boundary conditions:

\[
\begin{cases}
  t = 0 & r > 0 \quad T = T_0 = 0 \\
  t > 0 & r \to \infty \quad T = 0 \\
  t > 0 & r \to 0 \quad -2\pi r \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = q' = \text{constant},
\end{cases}
\]

where: \( a \) – thermal diffusivity, \( \lambda \) – thermal conductivity, \( q' \) – power of the linear heat source.

There are several variations of the hot wire method. Mathematical models of all of them are based on equation (1), the differences lie in how the temperature is measured [5, 6, 11]. Techniques of temperature measurement in this method were standardized in 1978 by the DIN 51046 Standard-Part 2 and e.g. in [12, 13, 14]. The solution of equation (1) is temperature rise \( T(t) \). The thermal conductivity is evaluated using the following approximate expression [5]:

\[
\lambda = \frac{-q'}{4\pi T(t)} E_i \left( \frac{-\rho c_p r^2}{4\lambda t} \right),
\]

where: \( \lambda \) – material thermal conductivity W/(mK), \( q' \) – linear density of the delivered thermal power, W/m, \( \rho \) – material mass density, kg/m\(^3\), \( c_p \) – material specific heat, J/(kgK), \( r \) – distance between the hot wire and the thermocouple, m, \( t \) – time from the start of the heating, s, \( T(t) \) – rise of the thermocouple temperature, K, \( E_i \) (\( -x \)) – integral exponential function.

To solve mathematical model (3) we assumed that the heat source is ideally linear: the mass, thermal capacity and diameter of the heater tend to zero, and its length tends to infinity. Besides, it was assumed that the material sample is of infinite size.

Summing up, we can state that known thermal probe techniques for evaluation of the thermal conductivity use simplified the relationships derived on the basis of the Fourier equation [4-11]. These techniques do not ensure accurate results. In the case of heat insulating materials with relatively a small product \( \rho c_p \), J/(K-m\(^3\)), and the thermal capacity of the sample comparable with the thermal capacity of the probe, such far reaching simplifications of the phenomenon mathematical model should not be assumed.

3. A new idea of a hot probe measurement system

The presented idea of a measurement system is based on a thermal probe plunged into a soft sample of the heat insulating material under test (Fig. 1). Probes operating as linear heat sources are used usually for measurements of the thermal conductivity of loose materials and viscous fluids [4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14]. In the case of such heat insulating materials like mineral
wool or foamed polystyrene, more than 90% of their porous structure is filled with gas, which makes it possible to plunge a thin needle shaped probe without damage.

The proposed idea of a measurement system provides the possibility of measuring three basic thermal parameters, i.e. thermal diffusivity \( a \), m\(^2\)/s, thermal conductivity \( \lambda \), W/(m·K) and specific heat \( c_p \), J/(kg·K). These parameters are related with each other by the relationship:

\[
a = \frac{\lambda}{\rho \cdot c_p},
\]

so it is sufficient to evaluate two of them. To obtain this we assumed that the measurement system records the rise of the hot probe temperature \( T_G \) as well as rise of temperature \( T_D \) inside the sample 8 mm away from the symmetry axis of the probe. Taking into consideration in the model the presence of the probe handle is difficult. Boundary conditions on surfaces of the handle depend on ambient conditions and are generally not predictable in real measurements. To eliminate this undesirable effect, which is an additional source of measurement error, we applied compensation of the thermal probe handle: a guard heater with a temperature sensor – Fig. 1.

4. Mathematical model of the phenomenon

To model the heat diffusion process in a material sample with a complete measurement probe plunged into it, we developed a two dimensional mathematical model based on the general Fourier-Kirchhoff equation:

\[
\rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} - \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) = Q,
\]

where: \( Q \) – volume output of a heat source, \( \nabla \) – vector nabla operator.

The half cross-section of the symmetric part of the sample with a measurement probe was modeled in a XY coordinate system. Placing a real thermometer in the structure of an object under investigation always results in some distortion of the temperature field, so the
temperature indicated by such a thermometer is not always the true temperature in the object [15, 16]. Therefore, in our research, we took into consideration both a model of the thermal probe and a model of the auxiliary thermometer.

The discretization mesh of the modeled sample is presented in Fig. 2. The temperature distribution with time for each node of the model mesh was evaluated using the finite element method (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

![Fig. 2](image1.png)

**Fig. 2.** The half section of the sample with the thermal probe and its discretization mesh.

![Fig. 3](image2.png)

**Fig. 3.** The temperature profile of the sample after 100 s for the probe with auxiliary thermometer

![Fig. 4](image3.png)

**Fig. 4.** Changes in temperature of the probe (1), non-disturbing (ideal) auxiliary thermometer (2) and real auxiliary thermometer (3) placed at a distance of 8 mm from the probe
Besides, we modeled the half cross-section of the symmetric part of the sample with an inhomogeneous (multi-layer) thermal probe (also in the XY coordinate system) – Fig. 5

![Diagram of sample with multi-layer thermal probe](image1.png)

Fig. 5. The half section of the sample with a multi-layer thermal probe and corresponding discrete mesh

Fig. 6 shows the temperature rise of the heater, the probe filling material, the shield and the real auxiliary thermometer plunged in the sample 8 mm away from the probe axis.

![Graph of temperature changes](image2.png)

Fig. 6. Changes in temperature of the probe parts: heater (1), filling material (2), shield (3) and real auxiliary thermometer (4) placed at a distance of 8 mm from the probe

In the case of such a specific measurement method like the one presented here, it is necessary to investigate how the probe handle affects the temperature field inside it. Moreover, in our simulations we also investigated boundary effects resulting from finite geometric dimensions of the sample. The thermal probe with the handle plunged into the sample of heat insulating material, were modeled in the three dimensional rectangular coordinates as a symmetric quadrant sector and discretized into a mesh of finite elements as presented in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Quadrant of the symmetrical model of the probe with handle in the XYZ co-ordinates: discrete mesh (a),
temperature field after 100 s (b)

Fig. 8. Changes in temperature along the Z-axis after 100 s: probe with handle (1),
probe without handle (2)

Fig. 8 shows graphs of the temperature rise along the symmetry axis of the probe with (1)
and without the handle (2) after 100 seconds of heating. These results show clearly that the
presence of the handle has a significant effect on temperature distribution inside the probe.
This thermal effect has to be compensated.

5. Application of neural network to solve the inverse problem

The algorithm for evaluation of material thermal parameters from solution of the direct
heat diffusion problem and optimization of the mean squared error was presented in detail in
previous works [3]. However, the tuned model algorithm is made up of a relatively large
amount of mathematical operations which, in turn, require a large processor capacity.
Therefore we propose to solve the inverse heat diffusion problem with the use of an artificial neural network [17-21] that estimates the identified thermo-physical parameters [22-25] from measured temperature responses of the thermal probe $T_G(t)$ and the auxiliary thermometer $T_D(t)$, having a known amount of heat $Q$ (repeatable in measurements) delivered by the probe to the sample.

5.1. Training of neural network

The training series for the network were generated by solving the direct heat diffusion problem using the finite element method. They comprise data for nine selected instants of the probe temperature $T_G(t)$ and the auxiliary thermometer temperature $T_D(t)$ waveforms and various combinations of coefficients $a$ and $\lambda$. Each of the coefficients was given 10 values from the assumed interval: $a \in (1 \div 3) \cdot 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s and $\lambda \in (3 \div 5) \cdot 10^{-2}$ W/(m·K). All combinations give in result 100 training series.

The way of presenting data $T_G(t)$ and $T_D(t)$ at the input of an exemplary neural network is illustrated in Fig. 9. On the basis of these data the network estimates the material thermal parameters. Having the input data $T_G(t)$, $T_D(t)$ for known, repeatable heat $Q$ transferred from the probe and assuming boundary conditions on side surfaces of the sample (surface film conductance for natural convection: $a \in (5 \div 30)$ W/(m$^2$·K)), yields unique values of estimated coefficients $a$ and $\lambda$ [16]. The neural network used in the project had 18 inputs: 9 for selected instantaneous values of the probe temperature waveform $T_G(t)$ and the other 9 for instantaneous values of the auxiliary thermometer temperature $T_D(t)$. These temperatures are responses to the set and known thermal input from the probe. The training series of instantaneous temperatures $T_G(t)$ and $T_D(t)$ are presented in Fig. 10 and 11.

In order to determine an optimal configuration of the neural network, we carried out a lot of test simulations for different architectures of the network [19, 26]. The goal was to select the network structure as simple as possible to enable its easy software implementation on a simple 8-bit microprocessor. The network should approximate with sufficient accuracy the heat diffusion process for the coefficient inverse problem as well as suitably generalize the heat diffusion model so that the identification was insensitive to measurement errors in the input data as much as possible. Unfortunately, good capability of generalization of an ideal model not always goes hand in hand with low sensitivity to measurement errors occurring in practice in vectors of the input data.
In further model research we investigated how the measurement errors of the input quantities affect values of the estimated thermal parameters [18]. Since the described measurement system is designed for industrial measurements, it was assumed that the sufficiently good uncertainty of the estimated thermal parameters should be of order of several percent.

The neural network chosen as an optimal one is a two layer nonlinear network consisting of 20 neurons with a hyperbolic tangent activation function in the input layer and 2 linear neurons in the output layer.

6. Prototype of the probe and the measurement system

The pictorial diagram of the built prototype of the measurement unit is shown in Fig. 12. The presented idea of the system is a subject of a patent application [27].
The prototype system uses an 8-bit microcontroller: Analog Device ADUC834. The central unit of the microcontroller is based on the simple and well-known architecture of 8051. The distinctive features of this microcontroller family are good/high performance analog-to-digital converters, which can be applied to measurements and control. The ADUC834 microcontroller has an additional stable current source and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) configured so that it is possible to connect a resistive transducer directly to the microcontroller. In the prototype of the system, resistive transducers of temperature probe $T_H$ and auxiliary thermometer $T_X$ are connected to the microcontroller’s ADC. The third temperature sensor integrated with a 10-bit DS18B20 analog-to-digital converter is connected to the serial input of the microcontroller via a 1-wire interface. Due to the need of precise control of the heater probe thermal power $P_G$, the microcontroller on-chip digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is used with an appropriate voltage follower as a current amplifier. To control the guard heater, a PWM digital-to-analog converter of the microcontroller and a simple transistor chopper are used. The measuring system is equipped with a small keypad and an alphanumeric LCD display to allow communication with the user. The system can communicate with a PC by sending measurement data from the experiment through a standard RS232 interface.

The probe used currently was built by inserting several strands of copper wire with electrical insulation coating into a fine needle. In the proposed measurement system it is assumed that the temperature measured by the transducers does not exceed 100 $^\circ$C. Therefore, it is sufficient to use resistive temperature transducers made of copper, not platinum. Platinum would unnecessarily increase the cost of the system, moreover, it has a non-linear static characteristic $R = f(T)$ which would have to be corrected. The implementation of resistive temperature transducers (copper wire) arranged uniformly throughout the length of the heat probe and the additional thermometer is dictated by necessity of measuring the average temperature along the probe. Thermo-insulation material, such as foamed polystyrene, is not heterogeneous, because it is obtained as the result of press moulding of foamed polystyrene balls with a diameter of 2 to 5 mm approximately. Therefore, to correctly evaluate effective thermal parameters of a material, it is necessary to use samples much larger than the size of...
their heterogeneities. The point measurement of temperature could indicate temperature gradients caused by the material non-homogeneity.

The temperature sensor DS18B20 is placed in the holder near the end of the thermal probe. Behind it, there is the handle protective heater with wound wire. The guard heater heats the handle so that the temperature of the heat probe $T_G$, indicated by the DS18B20 sensor, is equal to that measured by resistive temperature transducer $T_H$. Using compensation, the heat from the probe heater does not heat the handle. Due to the fact that during the measurement the handle can be in different ambient conditions, it is not possible to take into consideration in a mathematical model of the setup the heat escaping to the environment through the handle.

To plunge the probe and the auxiliary thermometer into the sample in parallel, it was necessary to use a special guide bar. The picture of the prototype probe with the guide bar is shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 13. Photo of the prototype measuring probe](image1)

The picture in Fig. 14 shows the prototype measurement system with a tested sample of foamed polystyrene.

![Fig. 14. Photo of the prototype measuring system with a sample of material](image2)

### 6.1. Experimental results

In experiments we used a sample of foamed polystyrene FS15 10x15x20 cm in size. The graphs in Fig. 15 present exemplary waveforms of the temperature rise of the thermal probe $T_G$, the auxiliary thermometer $T_D$ and the guard heater $T_o$ recorded for 100 seconds.
Fig. 15. Temperature rise of the hot probe $T_G$, the auxiliary thermometer $T_D$ and the guard heater $T_O$ for a time period of 100s.

6.2. Results of a series of measurements

Experimental research comprised a series of 20 measurements and computations of the thermal parameters of a selected foamed polystyrene sample. Measurements were conducted in repeatable environmental conditions. The estimates of the parameters for successive repetitions of the test are collected in Table 1. The values are presented as three-digit numbers only for comparison of results obtained in each repetition of the measurement.

Table 1. Results of parameter estimation for foamed polystyrene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment number</th>
<th>$a \cdot 10^6$, m$^2$/s</th>
<th>$\lambda \cdot 10^2$, W/m·K</th>
<th>$\rho c_p \cdot 10^4$, J/m$^3$·K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic average</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation</td>
<td>$6.29 \cdot 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$1.18 \cdot 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$4.83 \cdot 10^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To verify results of these measurements, representative samples of foamed polystyrene from the lot used in our experiments were tested in the laboratory of the Military University of Technology, Warsaw. The value of the thermal conductivity evaluated in the verification test [3], \( \lambda = 0.0043 \pm 0.0001 \, \text{W/(m-K)} \), is close to the result obtained with the use of the prototype system presented in this work. On the other hand, the value of the thermal diffusivity evaluated using the impulse method [16], \( a \approx (1\div4)\cdot10^{-6} \, \text{m}^2/\text{s} \), is burdened with a large uncertainty, so in this case it is only an order-of-value estimate. This issue was discussed more extensively in [24].

7. Conclusions

The results presented in this work indicate the possibility of practical application of the presented idea of the measurement system with a thermal probe and neural network estimation, for solving the inverse problem. The proposed solution allows fast identification of material thermal parameters, if the experiment ensures repeatability of thermal input \( Q \) of the probe. However, the neural network is able to estimate parameters only from a specified interval of variation, used earlier for network training. The research proved that an artificial neural network can be useful in approximation of the coefficient inverse problem for the assumed two-dimensional model of the heat diffusion.

An unquestionable advantage of the proposed solution is the possibility of using thermometers of greater diameter that can be plunged into a specified cross-section of the tested sample. The method does not require building a special measurement setup. For the foredesign of the thermal probe with the auxiliary thermometer presented in the paper, the minimal transverse dimensions of a tested sample can be as small as 10x10 cm, and its thickness as small as 15 cm (negligible influence of assumed boundary conditions). It is also possible to test material in the form packed for distribution, e.g. 50x50x100 cm packages in the case of foamed polystyrene or rolled bales in the case of mineral wool. Moreover, materials can be tested directly on a building, because heat insulating layers thicker than 10 cm become more and more common.
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